Sustainability Committee Meeting  Tuesday January 23, 2018  L-201 12:30 PM

In Attendance:
Jacob Deininger, Abby Perry, Jose Garcia, Bret Hering, Zachary Pluer, and Justin Stermer

Topics of Discussion:

Ongoing Business:

Campus Wide Recycling Initiative: Roll out of the pilot program has taken place in the WA and L Buildings. Custodial seems to be doing a good job of collection. It was noted that some of the smaller blue recycling bins have disappeared from commons areas. Not sure if custodial has relocated or if they were taken. Waiting for word from Buster Parker on when custodial is ready to expand recycling to S/A/N and Union Station buildings. Once custodial is ready, will request specific number of bins for additional buildings from Joe Suleymann.

The next phase of the initiative is to roll out a “CFCC Recycles” Campaign:

- Work with CFCC Public Relations to develop an education campaign to include CFCC-all, intranet, newsletters, and TV monitors, social media, signage, and a video short to educate CFCC students, faculty, and staff of recycling program.
- Develop list of recyclable items to be placed at vending machine areas, cafeteria, and coffee shops as well as in .PDF format on CFCC website.
- Present about the program at In Service at start of 2018-2019 school year.

Battery Recycling: Requested two more battery recycling fixtures to be located in Union Station and the NE building at North Campus. Waiting to hear back from Joe Suleyman.

Recycling Bin Grant: Joe Suleyman is currently completing a grant proposal on behalf of CFCC for the amount of $30,000. This money, if awarded, will go towards the acquisition of 20 large multisort recycling fixtures for high traffic commons areas on both the Wilmington Campus and North Campus.

ECO Club Update: Jose Garcia reported that the ECO Club will not have fixed meeting times going forward and will call meetings “as needed.” They are going to look into operating a table at both the Spring Fling (March?) and at the SGA Earth Day festivities on Friday, April 20th.

Meeting was adjourned at 1:30 PM